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Abstract
The dependence of impurity confinement time on the charge and mass of the impurity ions
injected from various samples (LiF, BN, W) by the laser blow-off method is reported for electron
cyclotron heated discharges of the TJ-II heliac. Distinct impurity confinements are distinguished
clearly for these injected ions in the plasma core as revealed by soft x-ray analysis and by
tomographic reconstruction of bolometer array signals. A dependence of impurity confinement
with charge seems to be the most probable explanation, as confirmed by the analysis of spectrally
resolved data in the vacuum–ultraviolet range. This is discussed in terms of the dependence of
impurity neoclassical transport on the background radial electric field. In addition, the impurity
confinement of LiF is studied for a set of discharges in which the hydrogenic isotope mixture
(H, D) is known (and evolves along the experiment), revealing a moderate isotope effect that is
observed for the first time in particle confinement in a stellarator. This effect is consistent
with a similar effect reported in global energy confinement time in the ATF stellarator.

Keywords: stellarator, TJ-II, plasma impurities, blow-off injection, plasma transport, bolometer
tomography

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

The simultaneous attainment of short impurity and long
energy confinement times is crucial for obtaining relevant
magnetically confined nuclear fusion plasmas, hence for
instance, the interest in the I-mode found in the ALCATOR-
C mode tokamak [1]. In the case of stellarators, which
offer the intrinsic potential of continuous plasma operation,
a critical issue is the increasing impurity confinement time
at high densities that has been observed in several such
devices (W7-AS, LHD, TJ-II), which can lead to impurity

accumulation and early discharge termination by radiation
collapse [2]. Apart from these critical challenges a deeper
knowledge into impurity transport is also needed in other areas
that are of paramount interest on the road towards a fusion
reactor, for example, the dependence of transport on impurity
charge or mass, how transport depends on the main ion mass
as well as the impurity toroidal transport.

In the field of impurity transport studies, several distinctive
techniques are employed to inject impurities into magnetically
confined plasmas and to study transport. For instance, in
tokamaks the influence of ion charge, Z, on impurity transport
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was studied in ASDEX Upgrade [3] and in JET [4] by
puffing of noble gases. In contrast, in the Large Helical
Device stellarator [5] the charge dependence on impurity
confinement was investigated by injecting pellets containing
different materials (C, Al or Ti) while monitoring the resultant
perturbation by visible bremsstrahlung with temporal and
spatial resolution. In the case of the TJ-II stellarator, a blow-off
technique has been developed that permits impurity injection
with a timing control that is significantly better than that
achievable with gas puffing thereby making it a powerful tool
for studying different aspects of impurity confinement relevant
for fusion plasmas. In a previous work in TJ-II, laser blow-
off injection (LBI) of boron carbide, lithium fluoride and iron
was used to study impurity confinement in electron cyclotron
resonance (ECR) heated plasmas [6]. In this work, in a first
set of experiments material from boron nitride and tungsten
films, as well as from a previously used lithium fluoride film,
is injected into the core of reproducible ECR-heated discharges
thereby extending considerably the range of impurity mass and
charge studied in TJ-II. In a second set, injections of lithium
fluoride only are performed into reproducible ECR-heated
discharges during a hydrogen isotope exchange experiment,
where the relative isotope composition (D2/H2) evolves slowly
as the experiment progresses and from day-to-day of machine
operation. For this latter study, the majority of plasmas
and machine variables, such as density, temperature, heating
conditions and magnetic configuration, are kept constant.

The studies reported here have been undertaken for several
specific purposes. The first is to search for variations in
impurity confinement between species, in particular between
relatively light (B, Li, F) and heavy (W) impurities, and
between different charge states. The second aim is to
determine if an impurity confinement isotope effect exists
in the TJ-II (such an effect has not been observed in other
stellarators when using LBI or other techniques [7, 8]. This
latter point, the isotopic scaling of transport, is an important
issue in magnetically confined devices and has practical
consequences for a fusion reactor regime. Moreover, it
is an excellent benchmark for theory or transport models.
However, it has been an insurmountable challenge even
though various hypotheses and theoretical models have been
advanced to explain it in tokamaks. Hence, it survives
as a plasma phenomena appearing in different guises in
magnetic confinement devices. For instance, it is widely
accepted that tokamaks have a strong isotopic dependence in
several confinement regimes, for instance the H-mode power
threshold, Pthreshold ∼ A−1

i , where Ai is isotope mass number.
Furthermore, the various empirical scaling laws extracted from
the large tokamak database [9, 10] indicate an A−0.5

i trend
in global energy confinement time. However, the Bohm
(D⊥, χ⊥ ≈ A0

i ) or gyro-Bohm type scaling (≈A−0.5
i ) are in

stark contrast with the experimental scaling. Such puzzling
behaviour, apart from practical implications for a D–T fusion
reactor plasma, constitutes an important challenge for existing
transport models and plasma simulation codes [11, 12]. In
contrast, for stellarators [7] insight into this effect is somewhat
limited. Nonetheless, a comparative study with tokamaks was
made more than 15 years ago [8]. The review included an

experimental campaign, devoted to the isotopic effect in ECR-
heated plasmas, in the W7-AS device. In order to work with
a pure isotopic composition, its vacuum vessel was boronized
prior to the experiments using H6B2 or D6B2. However, an
isotopic effect was not established even though for instance,
in the more separatrix-dominated case at rotational transform
ι = π , an effect of the order A0.2

i was observed in global
confinement time. In contrast, in the ATF device a regression
analysis of its database yielded a reversed effect, i.e., τE ∝
A−0.2

i [14], a finding that scales well with neoclassical theory or
simple drift wave model predictions, χi ∝ A−0.5

i . However, to
date no obvious isotopic dependence on the conditions needed
for stellarators to transit into H-mode has been found [13].
Hence, these facts justify the assertion that the isotope effect
on stellarator transport is a critical open issue and motivates
this study in the TJ-II device.

The paper is organized as follows: first, an overview of the
experiment is given; second, data on radial confinement global
and with spatial resolution for different injected elements are
presented; third, the impurity confinement of LiF is studied as
the hydrogen-deuterium ratio evolves with time; and finally,
data on the parallel transport are presented.

2. Experimental setup

The TJ-II is a four-period, low magnetic shear stellarator
with major and averaged minor radii of 1.5 m and �0.22 m,
respectively. Central electron densities and temperatures up
to 1.7 × 1013 cm−3 and 1 keV respectively can be achieved
for plasmas created and maintained by ECRH at the second
harmonic (f = 53.2 GHz, PECRH � 500 kW). Its magnetic
field is generated by a system of poloidal, toroidal and vertical
field coils, and the resultant plasma cross-section is bean
shaped with its on-axis magnetic field, B(0), �1 T. Wall
conditioning is performed with lithium coating on the inner
vacuum vessel walls and a short helium glow discharge prior
to operation [15]. This results in good density control and a
strong reduction in impurity concentrations.

The experiments reported here are performed with three
injected impurity types: LiF, BN and W. In each case the
bulk material is deposited, over a background layer of Cr
(10 nm), as a 2 µm thick film on a sapphire plate. Note:
in previous experiments using standard glass, Si atoms were
observed to occasionally accompany the material of interest
when the laser power was too high. For injection, a Q-switched
Nd–YAG laser (800 mJ, 10 ns) focused to a 1 mm diameter
spot is used [6]. The LBI system is located at φ = 90◦. See
figure 1. It is assumed that the laser energy is absorbed in
the intermediate Cr layer to create a small plasma capable
of projecting, as a compact mass, the material of interest
towards the TJ-II vacuum chamber. Moreover, depending
on the laser power density on the sample, different operating
regimes with different impurity injection velocities, and hence
penetration depths, can be obtained [6]. For material velocity
determination, the laser timing pulse and the arrival time of the
impurity perturbation at the plasma edge, as determined using a
photodiode, are used. Since, the typical delay between the laser
pulse on the sample and impurity arrival at the plasma edge
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Figure 1. Sketch of the TJ-II (birds eye view) showing toroidal locations of laser blow-off system and key diagnostics.

is ≈150 µs, the in-flight velocity of this mass is of the order
6 km s−1. Finally, only trace amounts of impurities are injected
so the resulting plasma perturbations are small, i.e., a <5% rise
in plasma density and a <5% drop in plasma temperature, even
for the high atomic number impurities studied.

The TJ-II is normally operated with hydrogen hence the
first part of this study was undertaken in plasmas with H2 as
the base gas. However, in a recent experimental campaign D2

was used as the base gas during several weeks of operation
in order to establish whether the isotope effect, a change in
confinement with main ion mass, is observed in its plasmas.
During the third and sixth day of operation during this phase,
LiF was injected with the primary aim of determining whether
an improvement in confinement with ion mass (∝ √

Ai) exists
in TJ-II, as has been observed in tokamaks [9]. One of the
challenges of undertaking such an experiment in a machine
operated with lithium-coated walls is quantification of the
isotope exchange efficiency. In order to document this for
all the discharges of interest, the spectral emission, centred
on the Hα and Dα wavelength range, was recorded using a
visible spectrometer, equipped with a linear array detector at
its output, during short time intervals along each discharge.
The temporal evolution of the isotope mix along each day of
operation, and from day to day, is then determined by analysing
these spectrum around 656.2 nm using a multiple Gaussian fit.
In this way the hydrogen and deuterium emissions, as well as
the cold (edge) and the thermal (core) emissions, are separated
as in reference [16]. See also [17] where details are provided
on handling the various energetic populations of H2 and D2.

In this paper, both studies are performed with ECR-
heated plasmas having line-averaged densities in the range 4 to
6×1012 cm−3, as measured by a microwave interferometer. In
all cases a standard TJ-II magnetic configuration is used, i.e.,
the 101 42 63, where the nomenclature represents currents
(×100 A) in the central, helical and vertical field coils
respectively. Next, figure 2 gives an overview of these plasmas

where radial profile data of (a) electron temperature, Te, (b) ion
temperature, Ti, (c) toroidal rotation, vϕ and (d) electron
density, ne, are plotted as a function of normalized effective
radius (ρ = reff/aeff , where reff is the effective radius for its
magnetic flux surface and aeff is the effective radius for the
last closed magnetic flux surface). For instance, in figure 2(c)
the measured toroidal rotation velocity for these plasmas is
shown to be in rough agreement with neoclassical bootstrap
flow predictions which were calculated using smoothed curves
through the Te, Ti and ne data [18–20]. Edge Te data are
taken from [21]. These plasmas are expected to have a strong
(positive) radial electric field, therefore possessing strong
E × B poloidal rotation, as well as parallel Pfirsch–Schlüter
flow at some positions. However, such rotation is not expected
to induce a net toroidal rotation, and the localization of some
spectroscopy measurements is uncertain, hence a comparison
of measured flow with the bootstrap is in order, but only in
qualitative terms. Moreover, external torque input is expected
to be small here as there is no neutral beam heating or ohmic
drive by a toroidal current. Here, toroidal and poloidal refer
to machine angle, not to magnetic coordinates. It should be
noted that in TJ-II ECRH plasmas (and this is generally valid
for stellarators), electrons make a significant contribution to
the small toroidal current (see figure 7 of [20]). However, the
toroidal ion flow velocity is considered here while electrons are
ignored, so figure 2(c) is a plot of toroidal ion velocities, which
are dominated by the bootstrap flow in TJ-II in the absence of
an external momentum input [18].

The characteristic features here, with respect to similar
studies carried out in other devices, are the broad range in
charge and mass of the elements used, the use of absolute
extreme ultraviolet (AXUV) bolometer arrays with spatial and
temporal resolution, soft x-ray (SXR) arrays, and a vacuum–
ultraviolet (VUV) spectrometer (designed to cover s selected
20 nm wavelength range between 20 and 200 nm) to identify
ionization states, plus a robust analysis of the post-injection
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Figure 2. Radial profiles from an ECR-heated plasma discharge
showing (a) electron temperature, (b) ion temperature, (c) toroidal
flow velocity, and (d) electron density. The Thomson Scattering
(TS) data in (a) and (d) is a composite of flat-top data from 5
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signal decay times which is less complicated and faster to
perform than standard numerical transport analysis using
complex codes [22]. See figure 1 where the locations of these
diagnostics and the LBI system, φ = 90◦, are highlighted. The
perturbations occurring in the signals of the VUV, AXUV and
SXR diagnostics during impurity injections are used to study
radial, poloidal and toroidal transport. Figure 2(d) provides
an example of expected (not to scale) radial profiles of various
charge states of some impurity ions of interest, for instance,
W+14 whose spectral emissions are observed in the VUV.
These are based on simple local ionization/recombination
equilibrium and therefore are valid only for the zero radial
transport case. However, as the scale of the radial transport
time, τr , is of the order 10 ms [6] and ionization/recombination
timescales are significantly shorter, i.e. <1 ms, they are
assumed to give a reasonable approximation of radial charge
state distributions for these experiments. For example, the
ionization time for W14+ ions to reach equilibrium as W24+

in the TJ-II core, (Te(0) = 800 eV, ne(0) = 7 × 1012 cm−3),

is expected to be ∼0.3 ms whilst the recombination time for
these latter ions to reach equilibrium as W14+ near the plasma
edge (Te = 200 eV, ne = 2 × 1012 cm−3) is estimated to
be ∼0.4 ms. Hence, these profiles demonstrate that lines
measured by the VUV spectrometer (e.g. B v, W xv), as well as
AXUV signals (2 eV to 5 keV), originate predominantly from
the plasma periphery, while perturbations measured by SXR
(1 to 5 keV) arise from the plasma core.

3. Results of impurity confinement in TJ-II

In this section, results from the two experimental conditions
outlined previously are presented in separate subsections. In
the first case, results are presented in order to elucidate on
whether the charge or mass of the injected particles plays a
role in their confinement in TJ-II plasmas. In the following
subsection, the isotope effect on impurity confinement and
other plasma properties is explored in order to contribute to
the understanding of why this effect has not been seen clearly
in stellarators although it is observed regularly in tokamaks.

A global picture of radial transport time scales of different
impurity ions can be determined from the decay times of
spectroscopic signals, recorded with a VUV spectrometer
operated with temporal resolution � 5 ms, which are measured
at one toroidal location. Such measurements are complicated
by the finite injection time, finite poloidal and toroidal transport
times, and finite charge state ionization and recombination
times. However, as discussed above, ionization and
recombination time scales (<1 ms) are short compared to
radial transport time scales (∼10 ms). Toroidal transport
time scales (<1 ms) are rapid when compared with radial
transport, but poloidal transport is not necessarily fast when
compared with radial transport and cannot be separated easily
in some of the measurements shown here. Under such an
ordering of timescales, it is considered that the decay times
of VUV impurity lines (or higher charge state lines which
perturb the SXR measurements) are considered dominated by
radial ion transport (note: these always show a monotonically
dropping impurity signal). Hence, a measured timescale is not
considered to be the total radial loss time of an impurity ion,
rather it is the time for radial transport to move an impurity
ion out of its radial radiating zone typically 	ρ ≈ 0.2 to
0.4 (see figure 2(d)). Thus, the radial confinement time, τr ,
is the time for an impurity ion line brightness to drop to 1/e
its peak amplitude. See figure 3 where F v and F vi lines are
detected by the VUV spectrometer after LiF injection while
nearby impurity lines are unaffected.

3.1. Impurity confinement charge dependence

In this subsection the main empirical raw data results
concerning mass/charge dependence of impurity confinement,
obtained during experiments performed with LiF, BN and W,
are presented and discussed. See figures 4 to 8. For instance,
in the case of tungsten injection, individual VUV emission
lines are not observed, instead a weak broadband continuum
spectrum, between ≈25 and ≈40 nm, is seen. See figure 4.
This continuum structure is associated with W charge states
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from XV to XVII [23]. In contrast, isolated spectral lines are
emitted after injection of the other materials so their decay
can be followed to determine global confinement times for the
different charge states. See figure 5(a) where τr is plotted as
a function of charge state, Z. Note: all the points are from
VUV data. It should be noted that each point in figure 5
represents a single shot and the observed variations can be
regarded as shot-to-shot scatter arising from differences in
the impurity deposition profiles or in the target plasma which
might have significant effects on measurements. For example,
changes in wall conditions may give rise to small deviations
in profiles [24], thereby affecting the radial electric field and
poloidal drifts which, in turn, could alter the measured decay
rate since the VUV spectrometer does not separate poloidal and
radial transport; (assuming that observed impurity line decay
times correspond entirely to radial transport). Nonetheless,
a trend towards longer confinement of higher charge states is
noted. This could be interpreted as the higher charge states
have slower radial transport or as radially broader emission
zones. Surprisingly, there are some long confinement points at
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spectrum obtained prior to injection and (c) time behaviour of
W xv–X vii continuum brightness.

Z = 2. This is not well understood, since charges states near
the edge are expected to have very narrow radial confinement
bands, see figure 2(d). However, it is possible that the decay
times of these edge lines is confused by recycling. It is worth
noting that, for these plasmas, the ion root is predicted at the
edge, ρ > ≈ 0.8 [21]. The inwards thermo-dynamical force
related to a (small) negative radial electric field would reduce
the radial flux of impurities located at the edge, and contribute
to increase their confinement time.

In these low-density, low-ion-temperature plasmas,
impurities are in the collisional regime and their neoclassical
radial diffusion is expected to be proportional to collisionality,
giving confinement times τ ∝ √

m/Z2. Figure 5(b)
shows measured confinement times as a function of

√
m/Z2,

indicating that this scaling is not well followed by the data
either. It should be noted that high Z values make the impurity
fluxes highly dependent on the radial electric field, which in
turn also depends on the electron temperature and, in general,
on the radial position. Hence, it is to be expected that it will
be difficult to find such a pure scaling in the experiment. More
complete simulations, requiring hypothesis about the impurity
deposition, will be performed in order to assess the neoclassical
character of their transport in a future work.

In order to study the plasma centre, the most reliable
method is to analyse the response of the SXR detector array
channels. Exponential decay times of the perturbation in the
central channel of one SXR array are plotted, in figure 6, as
a function of the line-averaged electron density for the three
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samples for similar discharges. Note: in all cases material is
injected ≈ 70 ms after the ECR-heating gyrotrons are switched
on. The data presented exhibit clear differences in decay
times that increase from ≈ 4 ms for LiF injection, to 6 ms for
BN and up to ≈ (10 ± 3) ms for W injections (note: with
regard to the broader scattering of the W data, it should be
noted that W injections were made into discharges in which
a retarding field analyser was being displaced around the
plasma edge in order to obtain an ion temperature profile).
The trend observed here suggests that at higher densities the
difference between the confinement times of the light and
heavy impurities tends to narrow. Finally, in TJ-II plasmas
the global energy confinement time τE [25], defined as total
energy content / absorbed power, is typically about 2 ms for the
ECRH density range studied here. This is significantly smaller
than the impurity confinement times reported, and rising with

the line-averaged density as n0.65
e . Therefore, the impurity

confinement results are very relevant for the energy balance
and controlled operation of the TJ-II device.

A possible physical explanation for the observation comes
from the radial electric field. In TJ-II, as the line-averaged
electron density increases, the electron collisionality rapidly
increases, and the radial electric field varies (becomes less
positive) more quickly than other plasma parameters. Since W
has higher Z, its radial flux and confinement time will depend
more strongly on the radial electric field and, indirectly on the
line density, than other impurities. The fact that for less positive
electric fields the confinement of W decreases is contrary to
the simple picture of a Z · Er thermo-dynamical force driving
W out of the plasma. One must remember, though, that the
neoclassical radial fluxes depend on Z · Er also through the
transport coefficients. The results in this figure suggest that,
for W, the reduction of transport coefficients due to larger Z ·Er

is stronger than the correspondingly larger thermo-dynamical
force.

A more complete analysis with spatial resolution is
presented for selected discharges. It is based on an analysis of
chord-integrated SXR array signals for chords with different
impact parameters, distance from plasma centre to the detector
chord, for the central channels having high signal levels.
The impurity confinement times, deduced at different impact
parameter chords, are plotted in figure 7 where the decay times
show similar behaviours for all injected elements and tend to
increase from the centre outwards. Moreover, it is not apparent
in chord-integrated signals from uncollimated bolometers and
SXR detectors [26] that integrate across the central plasma
core (ρ � 0.5) using filters of different thickness (in the case
of SXR). In order to understand such behaviour it is necessary
to analyse the spatially resolved perturbations in the bolometer
data, since the SXR signals in peripheral channels are too low
to allow a tomographic reconstruction of the emission profile.

As discussed in a previous work, the most precise and
spatially resolved tool available to elucidate on impurity
confinement in TJ-II plasmas is tomographically reconstructed
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bolometer array data [22]. Thus, rather than employing
a transport code, as in the former reference, the transient
decay behaviour at different plasma positions is studied, as
this provides very robust impurity confinement information
with excellent spatial resolution. Typical analysis of similar
discharges, where material (LiF, BN or W) is injected into
reproducible discharges, is depicted in figure 8, where a pure
exponential decay was assumed in the analysis. The main
highlight from this figure is its consistency with the results
of the analysis of the chord-integrated signal in figure 7.
The confinement times show a clear dependence with the
mass/charge of the element at the plasma core although this is
not so clear at the plasma periphery. In addition, the bolometer
data show increasing confinement time towards the plasma
edge. Both results are original in stellarator plasmas and
deduced from the analysis of raw data without using impurity
transport simulation codes that include a significant number
of free parameters. These results may be again indicative of
the important role of the radial electric field. For low-density

TJ-II plasmas, Er is larger in the core, hence differences in
confinement transport caused by its Z dependency should
be larger there than in outer regions where Er is closer to
zero [18]. Finally, some simple theoretical considerations may
also be useful. For instance, the decay of a peaked profile due
to diffusion in a cylinder is described by a series of Bessel
functions of zero order, J0, with exponential factors involving
different zeros µn of J0. Thus, the larger n and µn, the faster
is the decay. At the plasma axis, ρ = 0, the contribution
of the n = 2 harmonic is larger by a factor of 8 than at
ρ = 0.4. Therefore the density and signal decay is faster
at ρ = 0 than at ρ = 0.4 (see figures 7 and 8). However, this
fact does not explain the mass/charge dependence of impurity
confinement time.

3.2. Isotope effect in deuterium–hydrogen discharges

In order to contribute to the understanding of the isotope
effect in magnetically confined plasmas a sustained campaign
of deuterium operation has been undertaken in ECR-heated
discharges of TJ-II, which is a device operated normally with
H2 gas. After several days of deuterium operation, the particle
confinement was studied on two separates days by LBI of light
impurities.

3.2.1. Isotope effect results of impurity transport. Although
the TJ-II is normally operated with H2 as the base gas, this
was changed to D2 during a few weeks of operation thereby
allowing exploration of the influence of the isotope effect
on plasma confinement properties. Then, on the third and
sixth days of D2 operation, LiF was injected into ECR-heated
plasmas to study their confinement and to determine whether
a change in confinement with ion mass exists in TJ-II plasmas.
Moreover, the electron and ion central confinement were
also characterized for the same discharges in order minimize
uncertainties. In order to determine if an isotope effect exists,
within reasonable doubt given the results of previous attempts
in stellarators, as it might be expected to small in TJ-II, only
discharges with well documented D2/H2 ratios and similar line-
averaged electron densities are considered. Before proceeding
further, three points should be highlighted with regard to the
D2/H2 ratio. First it refers to a relative change, since D2/H2

depends on the toroidal location of the light collection optics
used with respect to the toroidal sector where the active D2

puff is situated. See figure 1. Second, this relative ratio
can be quantified for either ‘cold’ (Frank–Condon neutral
emission at the periphery) or ‘thermal’ (with a temperature
in equilibrium with core protons) neutrals, since the broad Hα

and Dα emissions can be fitted by at least two Gaussians for
each atomic species. Here, the relative evolution of both ‘cold’
and ‘thermal’ components is similar. Third, this relative ratio
is quantified to around 5% or better.

Impurity confinement times in D2 discharges (with non-
negligible H2 contamination) are plotted as a function of D2/H2

in figure 9. In the figure particle confinement represents core
particle confinement as deduced from the time decay of SXR
signals. In the first instance confinement results are plotted for
discharges made on a single day, but created and maintained

7
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Figure 9. Impurity confinement for an isotope experiment: (a) the
dependence of the central impurity confinement time as function of
the D2/H2 ratio for ne = (0.5 ± 0.1) × 1013 cm−3; (b) as in (a) but
for a discharges with densities closer to the radial electric field
transitions (0.65 × 1013 cm−3).

with ECR-heating on- and off-axis and having line-averaged
densities between 5 and 5.5 × 1012 cm−3. In the second plot,
all discharges are created with on-axis ECR-heating and line-
averaged densities in the range 6 to 6.5 × 1012 cm−3. It should
be noted that these latter densities are very close to where TJ-
II plasmas change from ion- to electron-root regime [27], a
region where it is quite difficult to achieve quasi-stationary
plasma conditions that permit probing impurity transport by
laser blow-off. Note, a rise in particle confinement time was
reported in a previous work about this density in TJ-II [28].
In addition, the latter sequence shows impurity confinement
times significantly higher (about a factor 3 higher) than those
plotted for the lower density discharges, a finding that reflects a
significant change in particle confinement for a relatively small
density change.

The slight change in the neoclassical conditions of the
background (radial electric field and other thermo-dynamical
forces) is unlikely to produce such a large variation of
impurity confinement times. In order to illustrate this fact,
the neoclassical confinement time is plotted in figure 10 for
discharge 30271 with a line-averaged electron density of 0.66×
1013 cm−3 at an instant when Thomson Scattering electron
density and temperature profiles were available. This is done
for a limited number of discharges for which plasma profiles
were available. The confinement time is estimated for ρ = 0.5
for the density profile within ρ < 0.5, the plasma minor
and major radius and the neoclassical radial electron flux at
ρ = 0.5. Note that, for the moment, particle confinement time
is used as a proxy for impurity confinement time since the large
uncertainties in the impurity density radial distribution makes
a direct calculation complicated. The estimated confinement
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Figure 10. Behaviour of particle confinement time for selected
discharges with different isotopic composition estimated by the
neoclassical theory.

times agree qualitatively with experimental values but do
not exhibit, within the error bars, the decreasing trend with
increasing effective mass of the main ions as reflected by the
experimental points.

3.3. Toroidal impurity transport measurements

In all these experiments impurities are injected at a single
toroidal location, therefore impurity ion toroidal transport can
be investigated. For this, it is not possible to use data from
the VUV spectrometer because of the long readout time of
its CCD detector (� 4 ms). However, the AXUV arrays [29]
have sufficiently high temporal resolution for these studies,
where transport times are of order ∼1 ms. Total radiated
power estimated at different toroidal locations by the AXUV
arrays following B4C injection is shown in figure 11. It can
be seen that the radiation remains dominantly localized near
the injection port, at φ = 90◦, but spreads toroidally on a
timescale of ∼1 ms in a semi-diffusive manner (i.e. without a
clear preferential flow direction). Figure 12 shows an example
of toroidal transport of impurity emission following tungsten
injection. In this case, a preferential toroidal flow of the
impurities can be seen. The measured toroidal flow is in
the main ion core rotation direction (clockwise) at about 5
km/s, close to the measured core rotation velocity of about
10 km s−1, and consistent with ions entrained closed to the
plasma edge as measured by the AXUV arrays. The measured
flow has a high Mach number form, with much higher
directed velocity than parallel spreading velocity. For W at
100 eV, the thermal velocity is about 7 km s−1, so the directed
tungsten velocity corresponds to a characteristic temperature
of somewhat less than 100 eV, while the spreading (diffusing)
velocity corresponds to a temperature much less than this. This
high Mach number flow is indicative of flow entrainment in the
background bootstrap rotation (which is around 10 km s−1 in
these plasmas, see figure 2(c)), rather than a self-generated
bootstrap flow (which would result in a low Mach number
flow). The cause of the differential entrainment is the high
Z of the W ions, which makes momentum transfer with bulk
ions more efficient; the impurities resulting from B4C injection
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Figure 11. Toroidal transport of impurities following B4C injection
showing (a) time traces of radiated power at different toroidal angle
φ and (b) same data but converted to contour plot versus φ and time.
Injection occurs at 1120 ms.

are less collisional, hence the semi diffusive behaviour and the
absence of large toroidal net flow.

4. Discussion

In this paper the impurity confinement times observed in TJ-II
plasmas studied are of the same order as expected neoclassical
transport time scales. However the results exhibit a clear
dependence with charge of the ions in the core of these plasmas,
with Te(0) ≈ 1 keV, where light ions, from Li to N, will be
fully stripped (Z � +7) whereas the heavy W ions can attain
charges ranging from Z = 20 to 30. However, such a clear
dependence with impurity type is not observed at the plasma
periphery. In addition, an additional effect is clearly observed
in this experiment, i.e., an increase in impurity confinement
time from the plasmas centre outwards to the plasma edge.
However, it is difficult to make these observations qualitatively
consistent with transport mechanisms driven by electrostatic
turbulence, whose effect tends to increase moving from the
centre to the periphery. In some cases, the observations are
consistent with the Z ·Er dependence of neoclassical transport
of impurities. Nevertheless, more modelling effort is needed
in this respect.
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Figure 12. Toroidal transport of impurities following W injection
showing (a) time traces of radiated power at different toroidal angle
(φ), (b) same data but converted to contour plot versus φ and time.

In addition, an isotope effect is observed in central
impurity confinement. In this case, particle confinement
decreases slightly with the effective mass of the principal
ion. This is in contrast to the isotope effect observed in
tokamaks where the confinement parameters increase typically
with square root of the main ion mass.
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